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Abstract—In Engineering College each department needs to perform result analysis. In this process most important part is to 
convert the result from PDF to EXCEL format. Which is done manually by the faculty and it takes more time to generate the 
reports.  Our proposed work will be used to show the future vision clearly, which specifies that where the result is lagging and 
where is the scope for improvement. This report will be very easy to understand and it will clearly state the progress of each 
department. Disadvantages of manual process are that, it requires more time to develop and it includes manual effort which leads 
to the complexity. Our Proposed work is efficient to avoid these disadvantages by developing a web system which converts the 
University result in the EXCEL format. In this web application we reduce the complexity of the manual process. Main advantage 
of our proposed work is to reduce the time and manual work. Our proposed application will generate several reports like a grade 
wise report, final report, subject report in excel format. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays in Engineering College each department needs to 
perform Result analysis for analysing student performance. 
The analysis is done manually by the faculty and it takes more 
time to generate the report. To ease this lengthy work we are 
developing the system that will help the faculty in result 
analysis. This system will scan the documents for the required 
patterns and save the result in desired format. This will also 
ease the process of report generation. Different types of report 
formats are also available in the system which will help the 
staff in individual evaluation of result. 
This software system will be a Result Analysis System for a 
college faculty who analyses the University result and 
generates analysis report. This system will be designed to 
maximize the faculty’s productivity by providing tools to 
assist in automating the result analysis and report generating 
process. This system will meet the Institute’s needs and it is 
easy to understand and use. Morespecially, this system is 
designed to allow the faculty to manage and analyse the 
University result of the students and generate report which can 
be stored in the Institute database. The software will facilitate 
to store the University result of each semester in the Institute 
database which can be used in future. Also it helps to generate 
the grade wise reports, subject wise reports and overall final 
reports. 

1. Need : 
  Aim of this work is to develop a highly useable Web              
based report generation (Excel Format) system for University 
Result of Engineering student for different branches. It is   the 
requirement of Every Engineering College to analyseCollege 
performance or specifically department performance. Result  
 

 
 
analysis is most important task and this system will be used to 
analyse that result and generate the some specific required 
reports which is used in the Evaluation (performance). The 
idea about this project is in progress. 

2. Basic Concepts : 
This project is expected to bring in functionalities that would 
automate the processes in the Result Analysis. 

3. Application: 
System will enable faculty to generate the reports analysis 
(Excel and Graphical Format). System will automate all the 
processes in the Result Analysis Filed. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The objective of Automotive Multifaceted Result 
Analyzer System is to provide Reports (Tabular and Graphical 
Format) against University Result. In my research, the Result 
is in the pdf format and it changes when the University pattern 
changes so every time result pdf  is different than older pdf. So 
that reading the result which is in pdf format is difficult task. 
Our research work divided into 4 steps they are as follows;  
1. The system is making use of Regular Expression to 

recognize the result pattern. 
2. Read that pattern to fetch the data from the pdf format. 
3. Save the data in the Database. 
4. Generate the Automated Reports. 
These four steps are use to overcome the disadvantages of 
previous system. This research is mainly focused on 
analysing the student result and their Performance by using 
automated system. This helps to show the result in Standard 
format (Excel format).  
Our system is generating following report in excel format;    
1. Grade wise report. 
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2. Subject wise report. 
3. Final Report. 
4. Top 5 rankers report. 
 

III.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Regular expressions are extremely useful technique for 
working with text. Whether you need to validate user input, 
search for patterns within strings, or reformat text in powerful 
ways and Support for regular expressions in the 
Microsoft®.NET Framework is first-class, and even just 
within Microsoft® ASP.NET there are controls that rely on 
the language of regular expressions [1]. 
To extract data from PDF file we require regular Expression 
and .regex class is use for evaluation. The quantifier’s 
terminology provides a simple way to specify within a pattern 
that how many times a particular character or set of characters 
is allowed to repeat itself. Quantifiers always refer to the 
pattern immediately proceeding (to the left of) the quantifier, 
which is normally a single character unless parentheses are 
used to create a pattern group [1].  
To constructs within regular expressions that have special 
meaning are referred to as metacharacters such as the *,?, +, 
and { } characters. Several other characters have special 
meaning within the language of regular expressions. These 
include the following: $ ^ . [ ( | ) ] and \ [1]. 
Character classes are a mini-language within regular 
expressions defined by the enclosing hard braces [ ]. The 
simplest character class is simply a list of characters within 
these braces, such as [aeiou]. When used in an expression, any 
one of these characters can be used at this position in the 
pattern [1]. 

 
ASP.NET provides a suite of validation controls, which make 
validating inputs on web forms extremely easy compared to 
the same task using legacy (or classic if you prefer) ASP. One 
of the Regular Expression Validator allows you to validate 
inputs by providing a regular expression which must match the 
input [1]. 
The regex class represents the .NET Framework's regular 
expression engine. It can be used to quickly parse large 
amounts of text to find specific character patterns; to extract, 
edit, replace, or delete text substrings; and to add the extracted 
strings to a collection and to generate a report. A regular 
expression is used commonly for validating, matching, and 
replacing. In many cases, these can be accomplished using 
static methods of the regex class, without any need to 
instantiate the regex class itself. To perform validation, all you 
must do is create or find the right expression and apply it to 
your input string using the IsMatch() method of the regex 
class [2]. 

To view reports, analyzed results are deployed to a report 
server or it exists on the local file system.  We can use the 
WebForms ReportViewer control to render them in a Web 
application [3]. 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 provides two ReportViewer 
controls for integrating report viewing functionality into your 
applications. There is a version for Windows Forms-based 
applications and one for Web Forms applications. Each 
control provides similar functionality but each is designed to 
target their individual environments. Both controls can process 
reports that have been deployed to a report server (remote 
processing mode) or have been copied to a computer where 
Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services has not been 
installed (local processing mode) [3]. 
 

IV.  TECHNOLOGY USED 

REGULAR EXPRESSION: 
A regular expression is a pattern that could be matched against 
an input text. The .Net framework provides a regular 
expression engine that allows such matching. A pattern 
consists of one or more character literals, operators, or 
constructs. Support for regular expressions in the 
Microsoft.NET Framework is first-class, and even just within 
Microsoft ASP.NET there are controls that rely on the 
language of regular expressions.A regular expression is a 
pattern that could be matched against an input text.The .NET 
framework provides a regular expression engine that allows 
such matching. A pattern consists of one or more character 
literals, operators, or constructs. 
Regular Expression required regex class in .NET Regular 
expressions as they exist today were invented in the 1950s. 
Regular expressions were originally used to describe "regular 
sets," which were patterns under study by neurophysiologists. 
Credit forthe first regular expressions is given to the 
mathematician StephenKleene. Eventually, Ken Thompson 
built support for regular expressions into qed and grep, both 
very popular text utilities. 
 

A. REGEX CLASS: 
This class is used to represents an immutable regular 
expression and for representing a regular expression.  
It has the following commonly used methods: 
 
1. public bool IsMatch(string input): Indicates whether the 
regular expression specified in the Regex constructor finds a 
match in a specified input string. 
 
2. public bool IsMatch(string input, int startat): Indicates 
whether the regular expression specified in the Regex 
constructor finds a match in the specified input string, 
beginning at the specified starting position in the string. 
 
3.public static bool IsMatch(string input, string pattern): 
Indicates whether the specified regular expression finds a 
match in the specified input string. 

Patteren Input (Matches) 
^b[aeiou]t$ Bat, bet, bit, bot, but 
(abc){2,3} abcabc, abcabcabc 
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4.public MatchCollection Matches(string input): Searches the 
specified input string for all occurrences of a regular 
expression. 
 
5.public string Replace(string input, string replacement): In a 
specified input string, replaces all strings that match a regular 
expression pattern with a specified replacement string. 
 
6.public string[] Split(string input): Splits an input string into 
an array of substrings at the positions defined by a regular  
expression pattern specified in the Regex constructor. 
 

B.  REGULAR EXPRESSION SYNTAX: 
 

Syntax Description 

\W Match any character that is not 
alphanumeric 

\S Match any character that is not whitespace 

\ D Match any character that is not a digit 
 

\ B Match any character that is not the 
beginning or end of a word 

[^x] Match any character that is not a digit 
 

[^aeiou] Match a position that is not one of the 
characters aeiou 

*? Repeat any number of times, but as few as 
possible 

+? Repeat one or more times, but as few as 
possible 

?? Repeat zero or one times, but as few as 
possible 

{n,m}? Repeat at least n, but no more than m 
times, but as few as possible 

{n,}? Repeat at least n, but as few as possible 

Table 1. Regular Expression Syntax [3] 
 
Some Tools or software use to develop the product like 
Microsoft Visual Studio, SQL Server, Edit Pad pro 7 in this 
Microsoft Visual Studio is use for the design and for actual 
coding and for the database and for server use SQL server and 
last one edit pad pro7 use for developing regular expression 
and also use for weather RE is correct or not.to view the report 
we use Microsoft Excel.  

I. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig.1 shows the flow of the AMRA.in this firstly upload the 
university Result Pdf and then convert the pdf in excel 
format.to generate the student result in detail report format one 
must have to enter the seat no and get the report. Similarly for 

the other report like subject failure student, subject topper 
student, average report and final report.  

 
Fig. 1  System Architecture of Automotive Multifaceted 

Result Analyzer (AMRA) 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Algorithm for AMRA is as follows. 
 
Step 1: Start 
Step 2: Start with Login Window 
Step 3: If Login Successful goto Next Step 5 
Step 4: Else goto Step 2 
Step 5: Upload the Result which is in pdf format 
       Step 5.1: Process the .pdf to .txt format with the help of  
                     Regular Expression 
       Step 5.2: View the Result Contents 
       Step 5.3: Save New Pattern Result or Save Old Pattern  
                      Result.  
       Step 5.4: Stop 
Step 6: View Result in Report format of student 
       Step 6.1: Result of particular Student Where 
       Input:   University Seat No. 
       Output: Detail result of that Student.  

       {Exam Seat No, Student Name, College   Code,   
PRN No,  (Result{Paper Code, Paper Name, 
Paper Type  (Theory, Practical, Term Work), 
Out of Marks, Passing Marks, Out Of 30, Out Of 
70, Obtained Marks, Status, Clear Status})} 

Step 6.2: Generate the Reports like Top 5 Students, Final 
                Report, Subject wise Failure, Subject wise 
                Toper, and Subject wise Average Marks 

       Input: Type Of Report, academic year, Engineering year,  
     Branch, Paper Name, Paper Type and Top count 
       Output: Report Depends on Type of Report. 
Step 7: Generate Other Reports like 
Step 8: Download the Generated Report in Excel format. 
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Step 9: Click on Logout Button. 
Step 10: Stop 
 

III.   OUTPUT  

1. Login  
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Login Window 
Fig. 2 shows the login window where one must enter valid 
user name and valid password. 
 

2. Upload PDF   
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Upload PDF Window 
To convert the result in excel format in system we need to 
upload pdf result format which is shown in fig. 3 
 

3. View Result 

 
Fig. 4 gives the detail results of pdf format. 

 
 

Fig. 4 View Result  
 
 
 

4. Result in Excel format  
 
Fig. 5 gives the detail results in excel format once we upload 
result pdf form. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 View Result  
 
 

5. View Top Five Student 
 

Below fig. 6 shows the report of top five students.  
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Fig. 6 Result of Top of students 
 

6. Top Five Student in Excel Format 
 

 
Fig. 6 Result of Top of students in Excel form 

 
Fig. 6 shows the report of top five students in excel form as 
per our system requirement. 
 

7. Inputs for Final Report 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Input for ISO Format Report 
 

Fig. 7shows the Input required to generate ISO format report 
in excel form as per our system requirement. 
 

8. Final Report(ISO Report) in Excel Format 

Fig. 8 shows the ISO format Reports in excel format 

 
 

Fig. 8 Result of All students in Excel form 

9. Inputs for Subject wise Failure Report 

  

Fig. 9 Input for Subject wise Failure Format Report 
 

Fig. 9 shows the Input required to generate Subject wise 
Failure format report in excel form as per our system 
requirement. 
 

10.  Subject wise Failure in Excel Format 
 

Fig. 10 shows the Subject wise Failure Reports in excel form. 

 
            Fig. 10 Result of Subject wise Failure students in 

Excel form 

11. Inputs for Subject wise Topper Report 

Fig. 11 shows the Input required to generate Subject wise 
Topper format report in excel form as per our system 
requirement. 
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Fig. 11 Input for Subject wise Topper Format Report 
 

12. Subject wise Topper in Excel Format 
 

Fig. 12 shows the Subject wise Topper Reports in excel form. 

 

 

            Fig. 12 Result of Subject wise Topper students in 

Excel form 

13. Inputs for Subject wise Average Marks 

Report 

Fig. 13 shows the Input required to generate Subject wise 
Average Marks report in excel form as per our system 
requirement. 

 

Fig. 13 Input for Subject wise Topper Format Report 
 

14. Subject wise Average Marks in Excel 
Format 

Fig. 14 shows the Subject wise Average marks Reports in 

excel form. 

 

       Fig. 14 Result of Subject wise Average Marks in Excel 

form 

CONCLUSION 

Colleges under Pune University facing some problem while 

result analysis like converting the result which is in .pdf 

format to Microsoft office excel format. Our system gives 

detail reports such as subject wise report, top student report 

etc.  
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 Our proposed work is based on following factors like 

reducing the faculty work and make easier to generate 

different types reports. Just faculty needs to upload the result 

pdf and from report panel generate the required report. All 

reports generated by this work are in the ideal format as per 

college required format. 
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